Effects of isoluminant-background color on metacontrast and stroboscopic motion: interactions between sustained (P) and transient (M) channels.
The magnitudes of metacontrast masking and of stroboscopic motion were investigated as a function of the color of isoluminant backgrounds on which the stimuli consisting of rectangular-shaped luminance decrements appeared. White, green, and red backgrounds were employed. Background isoluminance was obtained by minimal flicker settings with heterochromatic flicker of uniform fields. Both metacontrast and stroboscopic motion were decreased when red as compared to white or green backgrounds were used. Within the context of current sustained-transient channel approaches to visual masking and motion, these results indicate that the activity of transient channels is attenuated by red relative to white or green backgrounds. Moreover, these psychophysical findings may correspond to the suppressive effects of diffuse red light on neural activity in the transient M pathway of monkey.